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Raleigh, the capital city of North Carolina, once held a
reputation as a sleepy southern town, but what's the city
really like? Test your knowledge on how well you know
Raleigh urban myths, ghost stories and haunted history.
Here is a list of the top Raleigh mythbusters – you'll be
surprised at the truth!

1. Raleigh has the most haunted state capitol in the U.S.

The legend: Paranormal activity in the capitol has been
reported since the late 1800s and the city boasts that it has the most haunted capitol in the country. There are
numerous reports by security officers investigating strange sounds of glass breaking and people walking and
talking in the building after hours, only to find the rooms empty. The experiences don't stop with security –
several former governors and their staff members have reported encounters with spirits while working late nights
in the building.

This story is true.

The facts: In 2003, I spent the night in the capitol with a few other paranormal researchers and ghost hunters. Is
the capitol haunted? I can answer with a resounding "yes!" After receiving special permission for this one
evening, all the alarms in the building were disconnected due to the large number of people involved in the hunt.
As we entered the library, I noticed the ghostly form of a man in the corner. As he moved closer, the security
alarms went off, although this was deemed impossible since they were disconnected. During the debriefing
afterwards with security and other investigative team members, it was determined that we had seen the ghost of
Zebulon Vance, a former Governor of North Carolina who is reputed to still haunt the building. Employees and
visitors to the capitol continue to report new and recurring incidences with ghosts to this day, adding to this
Raleigh mythbuster's validity.

2. Does an acorn dropping in the woods signify a new year?

The legend: Raleigh has so many oak trees that its nickname is the "City of Oaks." Residents love the name so
much that they celebrate New Year's Eve every year by standing in the park and watching a giant acorn lowered
at midnight.

It's true!

The facts: Since 1991, city residents celebrate New Year's Eve by using a giant crane to lower an enormous
1,250-pound steel and copper acorn at midnight to ring in the New Year. Enjoy watching Dick Clark from home
on New Year's Eve? It's not an urban myth that Raleigh residents can view a split screen option on their
television, which simultaneously shows the crystal ball dropping in Times Square in New York, in tandem with the
giant acorn dropping in the City Plaza.

3. Alcohol and legislation made the city what it is today.

The legend: In the late 1700s, legislators from North Carolina traveled between several cities to conduct state
business and look for a place to designate as the capital city. Legend has it that one of their favorite stops along
the way was Isaac Hunter's tavern in Wake County, and rumor has it that one of the main considerations in
choosing a site for the capital was to have it located no more than ten miles from Isaac's tavern so they would
have a local spot in which to drink. Upon hearing this news, competing local tavern owner, Joel Lane, set out to
convince the legislators to buy property near his inn instead. He accomplished this by using a special alcoholic
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drink he created to sway them in his favor.

The lore and legends all point to this being true.

The scoop: According to local lore, Lane created a potent libation that he named Cherry Bounce, made from
mashed cherries, sugar, whiskey and brandy, which he aged for several weeks. Cherry Bounce became such a
popular drink with the visiting legislators that they decided to purchase one thousand acres from Lane in order to
create the capital city. Those forefathers must have loved nature as much as they loved their drink, as they hired
designers to plan the city out in advance, making sure to preserve as many parks and trees as possible
throughout the city. The rest, as they say, is history.

4. Are you part of the "in crowd"?

The legend: In Raleigh, you're either in or you're out and therefore classified as ITB or OTB. Preservationists are
in, McMansions are out and the boundaries between old money and new money are best reflected in the area
zip codes.

It's partially true.

The history: ITB translates to "inside the Beltline" and OTB to "outside the Beltline." I-440 circles the city and
connects back to I-40 as travelers move outside the city. Almost every resident has a story of being lost on the
beltline and circling around the city more times than they had planned. Inside the Beltline lie the historic
neighborhoods and homes of Raleigh, including Hayes-Barton, Five Points and Oakwood.

Outside the Beltline, especially in what is now described as "North Raleigh," are the expensive new construction
homes.

ITB residents prefer their stately historic and more size-appropriate and proportional craftsman-style homes,
designed to fit into the neighborhoods and communities with trees and within walking distance of shops and
restaurants.

OTB/North Raleigh residents live in upscale suburban style communities with larger homes placed on smaller lots
featuring less architectural character and diversity. Recently, though, new money is moving into the ITB,
attempting to tear down old houses and replacing them with modern homes, which may change the historic look
and feel of the old neighborhoods over time.

5. The city's namesake is Sir Walter Raleigh, a gallant and chivalrous explorer who introduced potatoes and
tobacco to England.

The Legend: Sir Walter Raleigh was a handsome ladies man, who was so gallant and charming that he laid his
cloak across a mud puddle so that Queen Elizabeth would not get her feet wet. After spending time in the
colonies of the New World, he returned to England to introduce the country to potatoes and tobacco, to the
delight of the Queen.

This story is false.

The facts: There is no confirmed complete biography of Raleigh that experts can agree upon. Many reports state
that he was considered to be homely looking at best. As a ladies man, he charmed Queen Elizabeth when he
fought for England against Ireland. She knighted him for his efforts, only to have him imprisoned later after he
was caught having a relationship with one of her maids of honor. The reports of him introducing potatoes and
tobacco to England are also disputed. Raleigh never laid his cloak on a mud puddle for the Queen either. This
was a romanticized myth popularized in 1821 when it was mentioned in the novel Kenilworth, and today is one of
the top Raleigh urban legends.

If you are interested in contributing to AOL Travel, join our network of writers and check out travel assignments
on Seed.com.
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